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IT IS of considerable interest to know what is
thought about mental disorder and how it is
managed in coinmunities far from professional
psychiatric help, "far" being more a psychologi
cal than a spatial term. During the latter part of
1963 and the early part of 1964 the writer lived
in Dumagoete City, a municipality of Negros
Oriental, Philippines. As part of a larger investi
gation of mental disorder in the Philippines it
wasdesirable that some information be obtained
about mental disorder at the barrio level. It was
not feasible to make community surveys ofmen
tal disorder, either from the standpoint of the
time that would be required or from the stand
point of gaining the confidence of whole com
munities of people. Therefore, the decision was
made to interview persons who would be in a
good position to know about mental disorder in
their own communities and who would be able
to report reasonably well on aspects of the prob
lem of interest to the investigator. School teach
ers were chosen as one class of informants since
they reside in the barrios in which they teach and
all the ones interviewed had been residents of
their barrios for at least three years. Philippine
barrios are ordinarily of small enough size that a
teacherresident in the community for three years
wouldknow most families reasonably well.More
over, because of their educational level teachers
would be expected to be reasonably insightful
and capable of good reporting. The other class
ofinformants chosen wasbarrio officials, usually
barrio lieutenants or former lieutenants. By the
nature of their positions and duties barrio of
ficials would know a great deal about their af
fairs. Moreover, barrio officials would be ex-

pected to be above average in intelligence and
also capable of good reporting.

An opportunity to interview teachers arose
when the provincial athletic contests were held
in Dumaguete City, and all the various schools
sent many of their teachers along with pupils.
The teachers were solicited for interview during
the time of their stay in Dumaguete City. The
interviews were conducted in an informal man
ner by a Filipino college teachers who made
every effort to make the situation relaxed and
comfortable, including buying refreshments for
the teachers if they so desired. The interviewer
described the purpose of the interviews as
"scientific."

Interviews with barrio officials were, in near
ly every instance conducted in the barrios, the
interviewer having traveled to the barrios for
that purpose. It was impossible to get a random
sample of barrios, but no special criteria were
exercised in selecting them. All were in the gen
eral vicinity of Dumaguete City, but interviews
were conducted as far as 16 kID. away. Again
the interviews were conducted in an informal,
and hopeftillycomfortable situation. No teachers
and barrio officials were from the same commu
nities.

The interviews followed a schedule as given
in Appendix A, and all answers were recorded
as nearly verbatim as possible. All the inform
ants seemed friendly and quite willing to be
interviewed. From all appearances they were
frank in their statements, e.g., several of them
described instances of mental disorder in their
own families.
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Some characteristics of the intervieweesand
theircommunities , ',,1'

Teachers, A total of 24 teachers was inter
viewed.Thirteen of them had livedall their lives
in the barrio in which they were teaching, an
additional fivehad livedin their barrios for 15 or
more years, and the other six had lived in their
barrios for from three to six years, Five of the
24 reported that they could not say how many
families resided in their barrios, and the other
19 gave estimates ranging from 100 to 400 fam-

'ilies. About half the barrios were said to have
200 or fewer families and abou'thalf 300 or 40"6.
The teachers all came 'from barrios~uiside the
municipalityof Dumagueteandwere'from ~s far
as 156 km. 'distance. Two were [tom' Siquijor
Island,offshore from Dumaguete by several'krn.

, ,

Barrio' Officials. Ten barrio officials were in-.
terviewed in ten different barrios in and around
Dumaguete. Eight of the ten were 'or hadbeen
barrio lieutenants, and of the three former lieu
tenants, two were currently serving as councilor
andtreasurer. One additional informant was bar
riocouncilor and one was barrio vice-lieutenant.
Eight of the ten officials'were lifetime residents
of their barrios, the oth~r two having lived' in
their barrios for more than 30 years. The.esti
mated size of the, barrios was from 70 to 300
families with a meanofabout 125' families, and
the population of 1000. The 'barrio.iofficials
were, as might be expected, considerably,more
defmite than. the teachers in giving population
estimates. , , ;, I

Number ofcases reported
, , ,

The 24 teachers reported a total, of 28 cases
involving males and 20 involving females, -but
four of the males were reported to be "cured,"
two were dead, and one had gone to live in a
cave and had never been heard from again. One

,J "

of the females was reported "cured" .and two
were dead. Thus, there were 19' current male
casesand 17 female cases'reported by the teach
ers. The barrio officials reported ten male cases

. "" , I

of whom two were said to be "cured," and I~ fe-
malecasesfor a total of eightmale and IS female

. - . ~. '.
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current cases. The proportions or male to female
.:'. ' . cases are not significantlydifferent in the .two

groups. It should be noted that a,number of the
"current" casesreported by both ba~rio officials
and teachers were said to be intermittent cases
so that how many were actually in psychotic
episodes at the time of the survey is difficult to
say. The cases reported were widely disparate in
agewhen age was reported, but the youngest re
ported case was of a 16 year old boy, and six
were reported specifically (all by the barrio of
ficials) to be over 60 years of age.

• •••• ." 1'0 .'
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'" In general the greater numbers of caseswere
" , l '

reported by persons residing in largerbarrios, but
the relationship would be, of only modest ,size.
The five barrio officials reporting the most cases

, reported .a mean.population of 200 fa~i1ie's for
.their barrios. The five reporting the fewest cases
.reported a .mean of t'5~ families. For those bar
rios for which-teachers could give estimates of
population the results were about-the same, the
four 'barrios with three or more cases having a
mean population of about 225 families, and
those six-with,nocases or only a single case hav-

.ing a mean population of 1~8 families." '

T\vo barrio 'officials and three teachers re
ported knowing of cases which had been sent

'out of 'their 'communities for treatment; a total
of nine casesbeing involved. Six of the nine had
been sent to the National MentalHospitalwhere
three were said to have-expiredand from-which
two weresaid to have been returned to the com-

'rnunityas recovered. I,' :.,' " " ."
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"ApparentlY, .. menta! disorder ,of a serious
nature .isnot' a'grea] problem in these 34;, Negros
barrios.' A figure Of about oneactive case per
WOO, population would be a reasonably close es
timate of prevalence.Such an estirriate'mightor
might not be close, to the ,,'true;' estimate; al
though it is consistent 'With other data (Sechrest
1964). In any case it is a ref1e~tion of\he mag

,nitude or'the problem as viewed bJ.I barrioresi-
dents. ." " .
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Table 1.2 No differences were noted in symp
tomsreportedby barrioofficials and teachetsso,
their reportshave beencombined. Moreover, be
cause of the small number of cases the reports
on males and females have been combined. Re
markably little difference was noted in symp
toms reported for males and females, even for

•
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Svmptoms reported

Symptoms reported for cases residing in bar
rios have already been reported in another paper
(Sechrest 1963), but that report includedcases
other than those currently residing in their home
communities. Hence, symptoms described for
the present sample of current cases age given in

Table 1

Symptoms reported by interviewers for current
cases ofinsanity in their barrios.

Symptom

Violent
Threatening
Harmful to ownchildren
Destructive
Wander aimlessly
Commit social improprieties
Nuisance behavior
Quarrelsome
Senseless talk
Excessive speech
Talk to self
Sings without reason
Shouts
Laughs without reason
Peculiar, odd behavior
Stay away from home for

longperiods
Sleep or eatingdisturbance
Excessive drinking
Delusions, unpleasant
Delusions, pleasant or grandiose
Excessive jealousy
Childish
Withdrawn
Improper behavior with respect

to opposite sex
Irresponsible
Excessive talking about women
Killed a cat by bitingit

Number ofcases
having symptom

16
5
3
6

12
12
8
4

10
4
7
3
4
3
4

3
2
2
2
5
3
3
I

3
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such-behavior as manifestations of vloiehce>For d~ring ~imlessly around.the community, For-two
''<1 numbef of caSe·s·,rib: specific :symptohls;:were ~(the, ~~s~~.for.\yhich,symp~'oms.w~re ~yeti the
described, bUt most 'iJ1fonnants gave'at'least' ortie r.~4ini~~~~~s sai4, to,~e:ke~.t tied,up,at horne,
or"two Of thesympt'ornsif6{thec'a~~s\they:re- suggesting that if his symptoms were known,
ported' OIl: ·It should- be noted that}ilie['syrrip~ ·tl1ey\~6WJ.rb~i·0f'thes~e ~ature as tho~e re-
toms listed.'afe"those-described by'the:'lnform- 'port~(n;;6t o~th~~' 'ckses.bn the\vhole,the"Iist' of
ants as presumably justifying the conclusion '~Yn1ptoi1i's pibVid~s'a'rather~bhJfent'piCture 'of
that the individual was "insane." The syrnp- '.the barrio case of mental disorder, so much so
tom; might or might not be considered psychia-: ':" . that there are almost no symptoms reported
trically important although' an..exarriinationvof '.-': "wJticfi\~wotild"seem to be unlikely accompani
the list would suggest that nearly all of',them '.: . .rnentscof other symptoms. None of the symp-
wou!dbe.r~ga!ded in much the same way by' a .toms is, really inc,ompatible with any other.
psychiatrist -as-they. are regarded in the commu- However, it should be noted that one non-
nity. In nearly ali instances the symptoms were symptom was reportedfor seven .patients, i.e.,
reported interms of specific behavior.but they' . they were specifically described as "harmless,"
have here beeh Icategorized under more general a description incompatible with severa! of the
rubrics. For example, the category "Nuisance, more positive symptoms. Butfol' the most part
behavior" includes such specific behavior as the barrio is one which would almost'certainly
blocking traffic, entering homes without invi- be diagnosed as schizophrenic and with fairly
tation, and' carrying off property of other per- marked tendencies toward, acting .out of im-
sons. No informant used the term "nuisance" pulses. , ' ':--,:,' f , ~ I", ;

as a description. Four categories were, some- The small number of cases makes 'it 'of doubt-
time~.used without ~ehavioral sp~Ci~c~tion.Sev- ful worth to look for joint occurrences ofsymp-
eral lJ1forn:'a~ts .~aId that ~e I~~IV~dual they toms; especially since the symptoms which are
were .de~cn~I1}g became VI~lent :-VIthout fur-, ' , most frequent will have a greater probability of
tiler indication of the meaning of VIolent. How- occurring together However such analysis as was
ever, the category "violent" also includes cases possible showed that.bein~,violent talking to
showing such specific behavioral manifestations If d d'" --'iml' .1"1 "h' " t• . onese ,an wan enng a ess y ave some en-
as "stoning people, ' "chased people WIth abo- , ." .. '
I " "hi hi f h " d " d d h' u: , dency to cluster, and wandering.. aimlessly,0, It IS at er, an woun e IS wue,. ", ,.. . " c i '

. I' "AI th " hildi h" ' d talking to oneself, ..talking- nonsense, and com-Wit 1 scIssors ' so e term c IS was use ,," ,. "
. . . ." mitting social improprieties have a tendency to

for three cases and the term "Irresponsible for I Th' .' 'di''ft"' ": b 't"': ,'/ 'I t. .. . custer. e maIn lerence e ween the wo
one WIthout any actual behavioral description. . th t . h t"" 'd" ',II, h t' sets IS a one IS c arac enze somew a more

The most-obvlousfhlng about the list of by violence, the"othei by lack ~flbbh~ern for
symptoms is that nearly all of them describe social acceptability ot' behaVior.' Being' violent
some way in "which the individual "impinges" occurred in conjunction with 16 of the 26 other
on other persons. They do involve some fairly symptoms. ','.I":';" ',\", k ,) : , '.

salient, observable behavior and behavior which ' ,
is likely to be notedbecause it is public and more An interesting' omission is that no instances
often than not bothersome. The most frequent of hallucination were reported, and ,unpleasant
complaint was that the individual was violent in delusionswere reported for only tW9 cases, one
some manner" and the second most frequent being the 'd'elusion ofa ~oung, unmarried mother
complaints were of some form of social impro- that her child was being chased by a man with a
priety, e.g., urinating in public (a somewhat bolo (suggesting some hallucinatory possibili-
surprising complaint in the Philippines although ties), and theother tidipg Ma m~ri who was
it apparently means urinating openly without frightened often by ihe"fear that there\v~re men
any regard to location), public nudity, or wan- , under his house who might do him harm. Proba-

•
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bly hallucinations and delusions are simply far
less likely to be known to those not immediately
associated with the victim than are many other
kinds of behaviors. For one thing, they are not,
unlike most of the reported symptoms, directly
observable but must be inferred from other
behavior, often ambiguously. Much the same
can be said for the very low frequency of report
ed sleep disturbances, a symptom with notably
high frequency among patients under treatment
(Sechrest, in press).

Even the brief descriptions of the cases made
it evident that most of them would be diag
nosed as psychotic, but some few might have
been mentally retarded. Two cases merit special
mention on that score. A man and his wife were
said to be insane because they took poor care of
their children and often carried them around
naked. In addition one of their children had
died of pneumonia, supposedly after being care
lessly bathed in a cold stream. The husband was
said to have three "abnormal" brothers. There
were two other cases which came from families
with one or more other "abnormal" siblings.
A woman who was said to have killed a cat by
bi ting it "during an attack," came from a family
of seven, only one of whom was "normal"
according to the informant. Another woman
with two "insane" sisters who were dead report
edly tried to bury her child alive and several
times attempted to throw the baby out the
window of her house.

Folk theories ofmentaldisorder

Informants often volunteered information
concerning the probable "cause" of insanity in
the cases they were describing, and they were
asked a specific question about the ideas that
people hold about causes of mental disorder.
However, the analysis which follows is based
only on hypotheses about specific cases because
the interview question did not reveal anything
not well documented by the voluntary reports.
In the data to be reported the number of possi
ble causes is far greater than the number of cases
because informants often gave multiple causes,
or they reported rival hypotheses. The reported
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causes of insanity for all cases described, both
current and noncurrent, are given in Table 2.

The most popular folk theory of serious
mental disorder is that it is attributable to
pasmo, a Visayan term probably derived from
the Spanish spasmo which means "spasm."
Pasmos is used in Negros Oriental to refer to
what is believed to be a rather distinct syndrome
which is caused by overwork and hunger, or
possibly also becoming chilled as from breezes
or dampness. It is said to be characterized by
"hardening" of the muscles, and from all ac
counts the common belief is that the muscles do
literally become hard and stiff. Pasmo is also
believed responsible for cases of mental disorder
of various kinds, both severe and mild, but
mental disorder is not the inevitable outcome
of pasmo. People are susceptible to pasmo both
from economic deprivation and from personal
conscientiousness that makes overwork and un
dereating likely. For 22 cases pasmo was men
tioned specifically as a possible causal factor,
and one additional case was included in that
category since the cause was given as "poverty
and hunger." It is of considerable interest that
one informant stated that pasmo was the causal
hypothesis favored by more educated persons
and that they were led by that theory to seek
regular medical help as opposed to folk treat
ment to be described in a later section.

What the true nature ofpasmo is, and indeed,
whether there really is such a syndrome, is un
known at this time. However, from all reports
it is a fairly common form of illness among the
lower classesin Negros Oriental, and it can afflict
males and females alike.

The second most frequently expressed hypo
thesis with respect to insanity is that it is herod
itary, that being explicitly stated as a possibility
for 20 cases. In most instances when heredity
was mentioned as a cause, the informant noted
that there were other distinctly abnormal indio
viduals within the nuclear family, i.e., either
parents or siblings. In two instances heredity
was justified as a hypothesis on the ground that
the person in question had "always" been abo
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Table 2 "',

.:',

The causesofinsanity asgiven for specific cases by
teacher alldb~rrio official informants:

"

Cause N~'mber ofcases

I' "-,, ,; 1

','
"Pasrno"

• '!

, ,.

23
20
9
7.
3

,:7

6
5'
1
1

'1

2
1
I
2
I
I
I
2

'I
I
I

,·,1

,~ L....

'- ", .

z I .f

. I. :

I' j,

. "

, .

.IJ'

:, 'f':

I • \ ',:-/ .:'

.;;;'

"

I t··

Heredity
Post-illness
Spirits "
Sorcery
Problems in love and-marriage
Death of loved one(s)

.Phases of the moon ;
I

Menstruation
Business pressures

". "'NerVousness'" -,

Excessive drinking
Too much fearduring waf

• ' ~; .l "", • '.' . ~

Worried about inheritance '::,.: " ..,.
Inability to continue,schooling I .. - ..... "'.. ' .... ,

pregnancy, .' f ,,' , ' . . I '.

: 'Birthof illegitimaterchild ~. \ J' .

Too much studying of Latin I ,:;. '

Being toobright and ambitious t , t',

Injuries from repeated fighting :'"
Wrestled and'fought-with insane sister-'
Hatred of step-mother.. . I ': ; .. ,J'~,

implicated were.: typhoid (five cases); malaria
(three cases); and cholera(one casej.Apparently
when there is some definite disease involved,
'there is very .little inclination to look for alter
native explanations. Generally. the informants
were .quite'positive in their assertionsabout -the
disease causing the insanity.:

The malignant effects 'bf spirits'or'''uhsefen
people," werementioned in seven cases,usually
with the 'explanation that "other people" said
'that spirits were' the cause. However, one barrio
official and one teacher. gave straightforward

. accounts of insanity caused by spirits without
implicitly' either accepting or rejecting the ex~

.: <; ,~

normal in some respect: 'rhe~~~~j()nihg' of
heredity did not rule out other'hypotheses,and
inhalfof the 20 cases-the informant wasexplicit
in advancing h'eredity, only as a very tentative
hypothesis and accompanying it by,an alterna
tive, e.g., "It could be heredity since his parents .
were a little crazy, but others say that it ispas
mo." In; any case, among these rela tively well
educated 'or: ".'elite" members of the' barrio
community.vheredity -isgiven- recognition as a
causal factor in'mental disorder. .' :1,

Nine cases were attributed to the effects of
illness, and for only two of the nine was any
other hypothesis offered. The three illnesses

I. <. .,.,

, .
"

.,
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CONCEPTIONS AND MANAGEMENT OF MENTAL DISORDER• planation on a personal level. Aside from the
term "unseen people," the spirits were referred
to as Yutan-On and incanto. Spirits were thought
to have caused insanity because they were of
fended, in three of the four cases where a
detailed explanation was given. One person was
said to have picked up something from a place
inhabited by unseen people, one person took a
bath in a pool beside one of their trees (spirits
are usually thought to inhabit trees), and one
young man who made his living by harvesting
coconuts experienced what must be an occupa
tional hazard by climbing inhabited trees. The
fourth case was quite different in that a young
woman was thought to have become insane
because she was courted by an incanto. As will
be seen later, the treatment for those attacked
by spirits is rather specific.

Three cases were attributed to sorcery, a
phenomenon rather widely accepted in rural
Negros Oriental (see Lieban, 1960). In two
cases no additional explanation was given, but
in the third case a girl was said to have become
insane after drinking a love potion' given to her
by "a Moro."

Problems in marital and love relationships
were thought to have been causally involved in
seven cases, and in six of the seven cases the
problem was of a broken love affair or marriage.
However, in the seventh case a man was des
cribed as "defeated" because he was never able
to find a wife to marry. The demoralization
stemming from his low status in his community
produced the insanity. An additional six cases
were attributed to the death of loved ones a
fairly short period of time before the onset of
the insanity. Three cases involved the death of
children, one of husband and children, one of
husband, and one of wife, the latter an acciden
tal death by lightning. Typical of the concept
of multiple causation was the case of ·one man
whose insanity was attributed to the facts that
his children died and that his wife left him.

The last category of any size consists of cases
whose disturbances was attributed to phases of
the moon. They included both males and fe-
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males, and the full-moon was mentioned specif
ically for two of the five cases. One other case
seemed to involve the period just prior to the
new moon. In no instance was there any ration
alization of the effect of the moon; it was merely
asserted that episodes of insanity were related
to phases of the moon. An additional female
casewas attributed to her menstrual cycle, again
without further explanation. Such obvious, pe
riodic natural events offer appealing hypotheses
and are probably widely used for explanatory
purposes in undereducated groups. That the
effects may be genuine should riot be dismissed
as a possibility, as the work of Petersen has
shown (1947).

Finally, we are left with a number of hypo
theses advanced for only a few cases and not
easily categorized. Two cases were attributed to
excessive drinking and another case was thought
possibly to have been caused by injuries suf
fered in repeated fights. Pregnancy accounted
for one case and the stress of bearing art ille
gitimate child of another. Business pressures,
inability to continue schooling for financial rea
sons, and the experiencing of too much fear
during the war accounted for other cases. An
additional case was thought to stem from too
much intensive study of Latin under the village
priest, and two sisters were said to have been too
bright and ambitious for their own good. We are
left with the interesting explanation of one wo
man's insanity that she hated her stepmother
too much, and the even more interesting expla
nation. of a young woman's insanity as having
been the result of wrestling and fighting with an
insane sister. Iri the latter instance there is some
implication in the account of a mysterious trans
mission of insanity through contact rather than
of the mere stress of fighting.

We can see that many of the "causes" to
which insanity is attributed in these barrios in
volve psychiatrically 'suspect notions and even
outright superstitions of a venerable nature.
However, in most instances the explana tions
given depend upon the operation of some fairly
severe stress in the individual's life. Pasmo, of
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course, is considered to bea physical stress of"
some severity, and apparentlyIt is considered
sufficient to produce insanity.Certaln disea~s

are also seen as capable of producing insanity
as 'a sequalae. But most of th~ .stresses .aside
,,' , '., .. " i.: ..-1

from pasmo are of a psychological n~tu.ie,:an~ ,
they includeboth 'continuing, e.g.,w~>rrie~, ~bo~t '
an inheritance;and traumatic, e.g., death '.o~ wJfe
by lightning.events, In anycase, thesecausal, or
perraps "precipitating" f~c~ors, ar~ nots~:t#uJc~
different from those often adduced bymo~~

sophisticated a~d even professionally t~ailled p.el·
~ons. Several of the "causes" mentio~ed by this
Filipinosample are v~IY, 'si~ilar to, those found '
among the Yoruba in Nigeria although;th71~,t-,
ter seem to have more ideas which are scienti
fically 'and psychiatrically rejectable{l.t:,ighton
et al., 1963). '" , , ' ':

" .Winslow' (1944) has' described' threegeneral
categories into which prescientiflctheories "of
disease may be cast, and the Philippine ..barrio
theories' fall into two of the' three' categories.
One general theory ofdisease is the "demonic"
theory, i.e., that disease results from malevolent
spirits ~r forces. WinSlow believe~ ,the~~rri?~ic
theory to be the prevailing theory 10 all primitive
tribes. There are three types of demonic in-

, fluence-: (I) those emanating from living human
beings, either in the form of bewitchments or
from persons with malevolent dispositions of

:which they are unaware; (2) souls of 'the dead;
(3) non-human spirits, e.g., of animalsor plants.

.It would appear that 'most of the instances of
"spirits" 'noted here involve human' or' near
human forms, perhaps souls, of the dead: But
sorcery is atso' mentioned' and it presumably
involves a malevolenthuman influence:' ~,

The s~cond prescientll"ic gene~;U theory of
diseases is that it is an expression of thewrath
of an essentially righteous god" usually for sin.
No instance was found Of such a causalhypo
thesis although more pointed questioningmight
'in some instanceshave revealed s'oinething'#ose
to it. However, the notion of sin andgti,il~;,does
not seem especially, salient in ~e Ph~ippines,

, and a disease theory, based on such concepts

LEE SECHREST
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mightnot be a very powerful on~.
~. If" , ,', . _ •

~", Finally, Winslow suggests that many concep
tions.of the cause of disease involve a meta-

',physical science which assumes that. there are
occult, forces beyond -the framework of the
physical -universe, but presumably still orderly

- and-predictable, not capriciously operative. A
good case in point is,the beliefin cosmic forces
.such. -as. phases, of .the moon and S~? or of. the
stars. The mode of operation of some sorcerers,
,perhaps even most" is also' understandable in
'termsof.metaphysical science. For example, two
different informants said that a sorcerer could
'work by makinga smallwax qgure of hisyictim
and, then-stick-pins in it, meltit, bury it, or
something similar. Winslow notes that magnets
'havelong held great interestas,tools for.treating

. disease, and much sympathetic magic is based
ona metaphrsic~ ~ci~nce.

, The treatment of mental disorder, as .with
any condition, is highly likely to follow from
the conception of its cause, and that is certainly
true with respect to the cases.studied here. As

,"will 'be seen' below, the treatments do .reflect
both. the demonic and metaphysical scientific
theories, .theI~tter somewhat mor~ than might

,be expected from the apparent frequencyof such
theories. However, it seems likely that theories
are, held to operate ~t different levels, and one

.may hold to both a scientificcausal theory and
,ametaph~sical treatment procedure. ' .

",It would be going too far to say that the
remainder of: the theories advanced are,,re(illy

'scientific'rather than prescientific.For one.thing,
many of them, even.if they .do not involve any

.ofWinslow's .three prescientific theories, are not
thereby automatically established .as .scientiflc.

-As.Leightoner' at. ~(l96~) found" "heredity"
does not necessarily, mean to, an illiterate in
.formant.iwhat it means to .3 Western-trained
scientist,and wecannot be sure that whenbarrio

.Fdipinos regard -rnental disorderas "inherited,"
that they have- in. mind a: scientific, genetic
notion, The Yoruba were found to have a con
cept of'disease as having a life: and 'will of its
own, and thcy conceived Of the possibility of a
. I I' .... ,", ' '.
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disease lying dormant within persons, perhaps
over generations until it found the right victim.
Such a concept is, perhaps, implicit in the case
described of the girlwho became insanebecause
shewrestledwith her insane sister whichpermit
ted the disease to transfer to her.

Nonetheless, such causal "theories" as that
mental disorder can come about as a sequelae
of a serious illness, as a result of severe frustra
tion,or asaconsequence of psychological trauma
arenot opposedto the views of much of modern
psychiatry, and they are as "scientific" at an
apparent level as most of our current theories.

Treatment ofmentaldisorder in Negros Oriental
barrios

Both teachers and barrio officials reported
the same kinds of treatments of casesof mental
disorder in their communities, but the barrio
officials, asmight be expected, seemedto know
more about local, indigenous healers and their
methods. However, as in other tables the overall
findings have been combined for teachers and
barrio officials and are given in Table 3. All
instances of treatment were recorded, whether
for current cases or not, and for some cases
multiple treatments were mentioned and re-

corded. The outcomes as given are those judged
by the informant, and no pretense is made that
they are valid.

The modal treatment is clearly by the local,
"native healer" as might be expected, but for a
rather surprisingly large number of cases it was
specifically stated that no treatment wasgiven,
a point to be discussed later. The "treatment"
of restraining an individual by tying him to his
houseisgiven only as a matter of interest. lying
a patient was not regarded as positive treatment
in the sense that it excluded a case from the no
treatment group. A fair number of cases were
specifically said to have been forcibly confined
to their homes, and it is quite likely that many
more were similarly confined without :.t being
known to the informant. Other observations by
the writer indicate that it is a common practice
in rural areas. Afflicted individuals arc said to
be confmedboth for their ownprotection (usual
ly in the case of females) and for the protection
of others, but the confinement lasts only as long
as necessary. Because so many of the cases are
episodic, temporary confinement is not neces
sarily an undesirable way of managing them.
It will be noted that an outcome wasnot speci
fied as a consequence of tying a patient, a fact

Table 3

Treatment ofcases ofmentaldisorder asreported
by teachers and barrio officials.

Type of Treatment Numberofcases andoutcome
Favorable Equivocal Negative Unspecified Total

Sent to National Mental
Hospital

Sent to Manila
Local medical or hospital
Imprisoned
Tied in or to house
Local "healer"
No treatment given
No treatment mentioned

2

2

6
2

5

13
6

5 7
2 "
3 11
I 1

19 19
13 33
12 20
8 8
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that probably reflects both the incidental way
in which tying a patient was often mentioned,
and the episodic nature (If the cases which may
in the minds of the informants ruled out-any

, I· , •

question.of outcome.

Some few cases were noted to have been
treated in the National Mental Hospital, and two
additional ones were "sent to Manila", but not'
to, the N~M.H. An additional few patients were
knownto have beentreated either by a localM.D:
or in the provincial hospital. One case had in
volved a killing, and the man had been im
prisoned for his act:

Anoth~r wayoflooking at tile data is in terms
ofthe typesof treatment employedasa function
of the causal 'theory concerning the case. Un
fortunately, most of thecellentriesare 'too small
to be of interest, but" pasmo, heredity, and
spirits-sorcery 'tend to be associated with naiive
treatment. Six of seven cases involving sequelae
of physical illness were treated either by the
local medical facility 0; by the local 'rileClical
facility and th~ native'healer. We a~e left with
with "other" causes, most of which, it will be
noted fall more into what 'we might' call tile
"psychological" thcorics.e.g., frustration, trau-
ma, etc., and this category ismost'strongly asso
ciated with no treatment. Apparently a fairly
suphisticated psychological conception of men-, ,
tal disurder doesn't lead to any treatments
imaginable to the barrio folk who have to deal
with such cases. It might be of interest that
pasmo and heredity each were involved in seven
cases for which treatment was denied to.have
takenplace.One teacher informant said, "Some-i. '
times they are treated by a [native healer)' ,
especially if the family believes the causeis super
natural, by unseen people. But the educated
who think it is pasmo may get a doctor."

Seven barrio officials and 15 teachers made
specific statements concerning the efficacy of
native healers. One additional barrio official
stated his belief that a local physician could
cure mental disorder. Four of the seven barrio
officials thought that native healers could cure
at least some cases of mental disorder although
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one-carefully qualifiedhis judgment by the pro
viso ',':if he is really good." Two of the other
officials were, doubtful about the efficacy of
native healers, and the remaining one was nega
tive in .his estimateo That ,their judgments were
reasoned and thoughtful is indicated by such
comments as;

There are reports that treatment by the 10~a1 [native
healerjfielps, ,but somehow the insanity comes-back
a~m. '
Som~ reported relief from 'the local men who arc be
lieved to have the ability in treating these conditions.

He was t~eated by both the doctor and the "[native
healer] so it.is difficult to say which treatment made
him better.

There is none here wh~ is good in treating the insane.

The abovecomments indicate awareness that
ability" to treat the insane is a special ability
which not 'all native healers have, that alloca
tion of responsibility for cure is difficultvand
that apparent curesmay not be permanent.

Thejudgments of the 1'5 teachers included
five which were favorable toward native healers
and only two which were clearly unfavorable,
the_remaining,eight being equivocal. However, '
four of the equivocal judgmentswereof the "not
sure" 'variety while the: other four were' equi
vocal because the teacher said that the healer
might be able to help some persons but not
others. Thus, nine of the 15 teachers thought
that the healers might be helpful with at least
selected cases while only two were clearly nega
tive> in' their judgments. It is interesting that
teachers often used the word "quack" to de
scribe native healers while the barrio officials
never did. The term "quack doctor" does not
have quite the same pejorative significance in
the Philippines as in other 'countries,but it pro
bably still carries negative connotations when
used by educated persons. Both the teachers
who were unfavorable in their judgments used
the term quack, but then so did three of the
five Who were clearly favorable.

In their comments the teachers indicated
awareness of some of the same aspects of native
healing of insanity as the barrio officials.Three
of them mentioned that the help achieved was
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only temporary. Another commented that
"Sometimes they [get better], but I think it's
more of faith healing if the quacks ever help at
ali." That wasthe only indication of any aware
ness of the "suggestive" or "faith" aspects of
healing. Still another teacher made a comment
which is apparently remarkably similar to an
attitude often found in other places and among
far more sophisticated people: "Some are reo
lieved orcuredby the [native healer] , and others
arehopeless."

The nature ofnative healing efforts. Therewere
three common terms by which native healers
and healing were referred to. Healers were, as
indicated above, often called "quacks" by the
teachers, but the local term was mananambal.
Most of the barrio officials used that term. In
addition, healing was often referred to as the
Binisaya way, meaning theVisayan or local way.
Less commonly native healers were called hilot
or manoghilot , but as will be seen below, the
distinction is a meaningful one in terms of the
type of treatment used.

The mananambal seems to be characterized
by the use of herbsand roots, frequentlycalled
gamut. The only plant material mentionedspe
cifically was the tugas, the inner, hard part, of
the molave tree. Herbs and roots are boiled and
the tea is taken internally, but somemananam
bals wrap leaves around the patient's head. It is
difficult to be positive about the causal theory
on which such treatment is based, but the use
of herb infusions\s not necessarily prescientific
while wrapping leaves around the head probably
involves some metaphysical scientific theory
which makes it seem likely that the illness can
be driven out of the head in that manner. Mana
nambals were often described as using multiple
treatments, gamut being only a part of the
total program. Other methods involved "whis
pering" ceremonies, hicap (touching), prayer,
tawal or huyop (blowing the breath over the
patient's body), and, in one case, massage. In
onecase the mananambal forbade the patient to
eat pork and certain kinds of fish. There was
one local healer who was said to use "human

electricity," and the informant who reported it
claimed to have experienced the healer's elec
tricityhimself. Hewas saidto be able to produce
asharpelectric shockby touchinga person with
his fingers. All the above treatments with the
exception of prayer seem to be compatible with
either a metaphysical scientific or a scientific
conception of the cause of mental disorders,
although thewhispering treatment mightinvolve
some demonic or theistic theory. Some healers
were described as hilots, apparently meaning
that they relied predominantly on massage.

Both a teacherand a barrio official described
one case each in which the treatment involved a
diwata, a type of quasi-religious ceremony. In
each case the native healerarranged a ceremony
in which food, including pig and chicken, was
'offered to incantus to propitiate them. Such
treatmentobviously isbased on ademonic causal
theory and is one of the three main types of
treatment given by Winslow as stemming from
demonic theory, viz., (a) propitiation,(b) exor
cism, and (c) evasion or trickery.

In two cases barrio officials described native
healing being attempted by family members
related to the afflicted person. In both instances
the explanation was that poverty precluded re
gular treatment so family members attempted
to use methods they had seen used by healers.
One case involved a husband who was treating
his wife with "local medicine" he had learned
by watching a mananambal hired to treat his
wife, and the other involved parents who were
giving their daughter "roots" which were all
they could afford and which they hoped would
helpher.

Failure to treat cases in the barrio. As was
indicated above a number of cases were specif
ically described as not having received any treat
ment, and in additional cases no treatment was
mentioned. There appear to be several reasons
whytreatmentmay not be given to persons who
become mentally disordered in a Philippine bar
rio. First, patients may not be treated for eco
nomic reasons. Several informants mentioned
that native healers were often resorted to be-



She was not given any treatment because this is be
lieved to have been inherited. ", If people believe it's
due to heredity, there is nothing done for them.

"
A hereditary causal theory seems to contribute
to a feeling ofhop,elessness. However, the futility
of treatment also is associated with chronicity
of the disorder:

Those known to be insane for many years or since birth
are left alone.

Has n~t been subjected to '~ny treatment bec~use' she '
had this sickness since she was young. ',- ,

A fourth reason for neglecting tr,eatments is a
callous attitude toward the patient, Three such
instances were reported: In two of the' cases
female patientswereneglected andleft untreated
because they were regarded as USeless anyway.
Almost certainly such attitudes would be asso-
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A third and rather frequently mentioned rea
son for not treating cases ofmental disorder is
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with a range from one to ten. Ten of the teachers
indicatedthat there were such cases in their bar
riosbut gave indefinite estimates,e.g., "several,"
"not many," and "a few only."

Asshown in Table 4, a total of seventeen dif
ferent terms was used to refer to milder forms
of disorder. The teachersused a somewhat wider
variety of terms, and there is some suggestion
that they recognized a wider range of disturb
ances. Although the number of different terms
used was seventeen several appeared to be used
as synonyms, and informants sometimes men
tioned that people used them interchangeably.
Moreover, there was fairly good agreement in
the behavioral descriptions associated with the
terms.

The key term isveryobviously kulang-kulang.
The word kuJang means "lacking" or "incom
plete" in the Bisayan language, and the behav-

ioral descriptions of kulang-kulang make it evi
dent that it is used primarily to refer to persons
who are probably mentally retarded or who are
of a "simple" nature even if they have some
psychotic features. The terms "28" and "19"
are used in the same way, and both connote
"lacking," "28" because February lacks some
days, and ' 19" because it lacks one of being
twenty. (The term "99" is similarly used.)Ino
cente is another obvious synonym for kulang
kulang.

The descriptions of personswho were kular g
kulang included the following: childish, speech
defects, talks about senseless things, peculiar
habits, cannot rely on what he says, easily
swayed or persuaded, easily gives in to flattery,
begs,sleeps late, doesnot bathe and brush teeth.
Two informants specifically indicated that the
condition is not regarded as serious.The only
discrepantdescriptionwasof one individual who

Table 4

Terms used by informants to describe lesser forms of mental disorder.

~ I

Term

Kulang-kulang
Buang-buang
Siyot-siyot
Mini-mini

Olog-ologan
Pahong-pahong
Inocente
May sfnko sa ilok
28
19
Feebleminded
Na tarantar
Bulanon
Kuluha-on
Kuluhiton
Kulugmatay
Epileptic

No. of teachers using

16
6
3
3
4
o
o
2
2
1
1
o
2
1
1
1
2

No. of barrio officials using

5
2
3
o
o
2
2
o
o
o
o
1
o
o
o
o
o
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wassaid to be quarrelsome, drinking,and boast
ful. In general it seems safe to conclude that
most' cases of kulang-kulang involve mental re
tardation. One teacher used the term "feeble
mind~d" and likened it to kulang-kulangand
mini-mini. While two informants saidthat it was
inborn, one said that people believe it can result
from enemies who hold a sang anton, acer
emony in which 'oil is poured to a santissiino in
a church or in which oil; along with other in-.
gredients,isboileduntil it evaporates. 'One other
informant, a barrio officials,opined that kulang
kulangcould result from head injuries.

. "

Terms apparently closely related to kulang
kulang because'they were used in the samecon
text arid because the behavioral descriptions
we're similar ar~: siyot-siyot, buang-buang, pa
hong-pahang, mini-mini, and olog-ologan., The
writer has now seen five male casesdescribed as
buang-buang, and all five were dirty, dressed in
ragged clothing, bad excessively long hair, and
were wandering aimlessly alongthe road. There
is some suggestion' of' differential use of the
terms mini-mini and olo-ologan. One informant
implicitly differentiated betweenkulang-kulang
andmini-mini by describing the former and then
saying that there were also cases of mini-mini.
One case ofmini-mini was said to be "a young
man who liked to think, of girls, especially if
they have stores. He will deposit money with
them to have an excuse to hang around. He
boaststo others that the storekeeperis his sweet
heart." Another mini-mini was said to like to
showoff with his best clothes on rainy days.

Olog-ologan seems to be similar to the Mala
yan latah and to what in other parts of the
Philippines is called mali-mali and oto-oto. The
olog-ologan is said to obey immediately what
they are told to do without thinking, especially
if they are dared or flattered. Moreover, there is
someindicationof the irritability often noted in
conjunction with latah, One 55 year-old male
olog-ologan wassaid to be provoked to violence
by someone saying "gaddem" to him.

May sinko sa ilok is a rather unusual ex
pression since it is translated as "to h~ve five in
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the armpit," ~ui Bisayan-speakinginformants all
re,~ognize it as meaning "a little pff his mind,"

, "loco-loco," etc., although it is not certain that
it is used in quite the same way. One teacher
suggested that may sinko sa ilok could result
from pasmo or malaria, both of which are pro
minentlymentioned as causes of ~~insanity.". '.

Bulanon and kuluha-on are of interest be
cause both are believed to involve a c~nnectio~
with phases of the moon. In fact, bulan is the
Bisayan term' for moon, andbulanon nie~s

"affected, by the moon." One' informant 'de~

scribed acaseof bulanon as a young woman who
is ordinarily very industrious but who, when
attacked, doesnot work and sings from morning
to night. Shesays she does so because she is
lonely. She is always harmless. It is difficult to
know in just What- psychiatric category 'such a
caseshouldbe placed. ' .

Na tarantar is apparently considered to be a
mild derangement with much nervousness, fear,
and ,irritability; The word tarantaris of Spanish

,origin and has the same root as tarantado, 'a
Spanish.term for mental disorder. The root re
fers to the tarantula .spider which Was once
thought responsible for the well-known "dancing
.mania" which swept Europe periodically.during
medieval times. Other informants 'from the.
Visayan area know the termsa tarantar but the
writer has not encountered it elsewhere in the
Philippines. The one caseof na'tarantar referred
to by a barrio official was said'to.have.been a:
maid in Zamboanga and to have becomeheavily
indebted to her master. When sheleft his employ
without discharging her debt, he hired a Moro to
make her insane. Later.she was cured by hicap
and prayer.

Kuluhiton and kulugmatay were conditions
mentioned by one teacher each. The kuluhiton
is said to be sensitive and easily provoked to
violence, a description that is reminiscentof the
term barumbado used in some parts of central
Luzon and referringto impulsive aggressiveness.
Kulugmatay was said to be due to hunger, and
the victim "dies" temporarily, his mouth bubb
ling with saliva. Other informants from the

•
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Visayans did not recognize the term, and more
investigation is called for. It could refer to a 0

mildepileptic seizure.

Epilepsy wasmentioned by three informants
as a form of mental disorder. One specific case
wasdescribed as irritable;especially when called
by a certain nickname he was likely to throw
stones at people. The other specific case was
said to be unable to "talk straight" in addition
to having seizures.

Thus, various "mild"·forms of mental dis
order are recognized at the barrio level, but
clearly the bulk of the cases probably involved
some degree of mental retardation. Aside from
that suggestibility and irritability seem to be the
outstanding symptoms. There are no cases de
scribed which would fall within the usual"neu
rotic" categories with the possible exception of
na tarantar, whichcould easily be an anxiety re
action. Whether suchdisorders as obsessive-com
pulsive and hystericalexist but go unrecognized
as abnormal it is not possible to say. However,
our informants were intelligent and many were
quite sensitive, and it is scarcely to be imagined
that there are many or dramatic casesof typical
neurosis whichthey wouldnot havementioned.

Amok

All informants were questioned specifically
about amok sirlce it is often mentioned in con
nection with Philippine psychopathology. How
ever, few informants knew of any such cases in
their barrios, and the specific cases mentioned
often went backmany years.Several informants
stated that while there were killings in their
barrios, they did not involve amok since they
were motivated by grudges and other known
causes. Twobarrioofficials andfour teachersde
scribed cases which they thought of asamok but
none wererecent and one had actually occurred
in a neighboring barrio. Very evidently ainok is
a rare occurrence in Negros Oriental.

Conclusions

The foregoing presentation is meant to pro
vide an impetus for further studies in a critical
field that has been all but totally ignored. For

too long has a narrow view of mental disorder
and its management been accepted without ob
jection, and that view is that mental disorder
represents a set of disease processes which can
not adequately be managed without psychia
trically sophisticated intervention. It is nearly
safeto say that most workers have assumed thrt
wherepsychiatric enlightenment is absent, there
is only chaos and abysmal ignorance and help
lessness.

We believe that, as crude as they are, the ob
servations described here suggest quite a con
trary picture. There are folk theoriesof mental
disorder, and those theones lead to attempts at
management which are rational, given the pre
mises, One way or another most casesare dealt
with in a positive manner, and where no overt
treatment is resorted to, there are good reasons
for the failure. We are not in a position to attest
to the efficacy of indigenous treatments, but it
shouldbe emphasized that knowledge of specific
instances of failure, even if numerous,are not a
sufficient basis for a negative view. No healing
profession can stand to bejudged by its failures.

Mental disorderdoesnot appear to be a gross
ly serious problem in the barrio level. Cases do
not appearto beintolerablynumerous,and most
are managed in one way or another without
more than transientcommunitydisorganization.
Public administrators would do well to have a
completeunderstanding of communityproblems
and priorities in planning for amelioration. De
spite the pity understandably aroused in individ
ual cases, mental disorder may rank relatively
low as a problem to be solved in rural commu
nities. It shouldalsobenoted here that the usual
solution of supplying more psychiatricfacilities
by no means guarantees relief.

We believe that relatively fewcasesof mental
disorder go undetected in the small, closedcom
munities of the type studiedhere, the frequently
suggested image of large numbers of psychotic
persons secreted at home by sensitive relatives
seems absurd in the context of Philippine barrio
life. Moreover, four informers seemed quite
aware of the nature of what we call mental dis-
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orderinboth itsserious andmilderforms. As the
writerhas suggested previously (Sechrest, 1964,
in press) it seems that mental disorder in the
Philippines is likely to involve salient, socially
bothersome symptoms.

The treatmentsdescribed as typicalinbarrios
arenot always in the liking of thosewith a mod
ern psychiatric orientation, but they are not
completely irrational in most cases and perhaps
are not even ineffective whenjudged by scienti
fic standards. As manypsychiatrists now recog
nize the effects of suggestion are an important
component of nearly all medical therapies, and
for some suggestion is probably about all there
is. If patients and their families believe inhicap
and diwata, then those treatments may well be
as effective as any other. Often the treatments
described here have the advantage of being in
expensive and of keeping the victim in his own
family and community. If the treatments fail,
little will have been lost, and if.they succeed,
much >vill have beengained at little cost. As the
writerhaspointedout else\vhere (Sechrest 1967),
there is reason to believe that mental disorder
among Filipinos may tend to be episodic, thus
insuring recovery in manycases, if the patient is
not disturbed by separation from his family and
friends and by incarceration.

Finally, the terms used to refer to mental
disorder are interesting and seem to reflect the
fundamental views held by a community about
the nature of the problem. The imagery, e.g. of
mental disorder as childishness, is interesting,
and contrasts with other areas, e.g., where the
imagery of "brokenness" is prevalent, may
prove instructive.

FOOTNOTES

1. The writer wishes to express appreciation to
Pedro Flores' for conducting all but three of the inter
views. All interviews were conducted in English with
Visayan being used where necessary for clarification of
either questions or answers.

2. In this and other tables findings are grouped
somewhat by content rather than being ordered by
frequency. '

LEE SECHUEST

3. In a sample of 5263 residents of NegrosOriental
during 1958 Pal (1963) found that 10 persons were
saidto have suffered from pasmo during the year. How
ever, they averaged 53.7 days of illness, indicating
that it is a fairly severe disorder. Of thirteen common
illnesses, only asthma produced a higher averagenum
ber of days of illness, 58.1 for 13 cases.

APPENDIX

Interview Schedule

1. Do you know what it means to be insane?

2. Have you ever known anyone who was insane?

3. Wheredo you live, exactly? That is, what is the
name of your place of residence?

4. How many other families would you estimate
live in this place?

5. And about how many people live there, then?

6. How long have you lived there? Do you know
pretty nearly everyone in your community?

7. Are there now any insane people living in this
community?

8. 'Have there been any insane people who have
been taken out of the community, for example,
to a hospital or to live with other relatives?

9. How many cases of insanity have you known
about in this community within the past five
years?

10. When people become insane here, what is done
for them?

11. What do people livinghere think are the causes
of insanity?

12. Are herbolarios ever called in? Does it seem to
help? Do other people believe that it helps?

13. Are there other kinds of mental disturbances
tnat maybe aren't really insanity but that show
that something is wrong with the person, Tell
me about them.

14. How many such cases do you know of in your
community right now?

15. How many such eases have you known of with
in the past five years?

16. Haveyou ever heard of amok? Has there ever
been an amok in your community? Tell me
about him.

17. Do you think there are more cases or problems
such as we have been talking about or fewer or
about the samein your community as compared
with others you know about around here?

•
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